Useful information for all inbound passengers
(from EU or non-EU countries)

A. Passengers from countries in Categories C:

- Upon arrival in Cyprus you are obliged to present a CyprusFlightPass. In order to obtain a Cyprus Flight Pass, you must first fill out electronically the required documents available on the electronic platform. The above-mentioned categories have the possibility either to provide a document showing a negative PCR result for COVID-19 conducted within 72 hours before entering the country or to be tested upon arrival at their own expenses.

- You will be required to remain under compulsory self-isolation for 14 days, according to the instructions and the precautionary and self-protection measures of the Ministry of Health, regardless of whether the result of the COVID-19 laboratory test is positive or negative, either at your residence or in case you do not have a residence in the Republic of Cyprus, at a place that will be indicated to you by the Republic (and with your own expenses).

- The self-isolation will be terminated, if you repeat a COVID-19 molecular test on the 10th day before the termination of your self-isolation, at your own expense. The result of the PCR test must be sent to the following electronic address: monada@mphs.moh.gov.cy and the self-isolation will come to an end on the 14th day, provided that the test result is negative.

- Moving from the airport to the destination place of quarantine can be done either with own or public transportation or a taxi. Bus is not recommended for safety purposes.

- People will have to keep two metres social distancing - where that’s not possible at least one metre, taking suitable precautions such as wearing a face covering, sitting diagonally and opening windows (if possible).

B. Passengers from countries in Categories A and B:

- By decision of the Council of Ministers, which comes into force on Saturday, 6th of February 2021, all passengers arriving from countries
of the Categories A and B, are obliged to undergo mandatory self-isolation for 72 hours and perform, at their own expense, and a PCR laboratory test, 72 hours after their arrival.

It is emphasized that this decision is in addition to the measures already in force for all passengers, based on the country of origin.

- The cost of the laboratory test (RT-PCR) for Covid-19, for passengers who meet the requirements to undergo the test for COVID-19 upon their arrival in Cyprus, is 30 euros at Larnaka Airport and 32 euros at Pafos Airport.

Additional Information:

- Applications for special permission cannot be submitted in the last 2 days prior to the expected travel date.

- On successful completion of your application you will receive a report including your CyprusFlightPass and all relevant information which you will be asked to present prior to boarding and on arrival at immigration.

- Passengers arriving at Larnaka or Pafos Airports from UK airports, will undergo a molecular test upon their arrival at the Airports and will be transferred to hotels provided by the Republic of Cyprus for compulsory 7-day self-isolation.
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